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At the end of the 1990s, faced with constant poor economic results despite the acclaimed introduction of free market economy structures in eastern Europe, officials as well as social scientists, in the West as in the East, started to assert that introducing new capitalist structures without accompanying them by the corresponding capitalist values will bring no results. One of these values, which without being always explicitly addressed, was always implicit in the examples of negative eastern economic behaviour, is “work ethic”. In order to understand these negative judgments on Romanian work ethic, I conducted my fieldwork on the values pertaining to work revealed through discourses and practices in workplaces, without limiting myself to observing how the capitalist ideology of work (work ethic) translates in practice. My construction of the field of work values finds its first inspiration in Max Weber’s seminal work, *The Protestant Ethic and the Spirit of Capitalism* [Weber, 1984 (1930)], but goes further to explore the interplay between work ideology and practice, thus showing to what extent practices are capable of influencing values. My inquiry into the ethic of work in Romania is based on the results of an ethnographic inquiry conducted in 1999-2000 among service sector employees in Bucharest. I first present the ideologies of work at the turn of the 21st century in Romania, then I describe the ideologies and their (corresponding) practices in three service sector organisations. Lastly I conclude by showing why it is improper to refer to a “Romanian work ethic” (in the Weberian sense), despite the fact that work is valued and a certain ethic governs Romanian workplaces. Indeed, taking work ethic in its (capitalist) ideological sense as international organisations and Romanian officials do and measuring Romanian practices against it, is nothing else but an ethnocentric move that blinds the analyst to the existence of a vast field of values linked to work, which evolve in a different frame, that of an ethic of human relations.
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Work ideologies

The communist ideology of work

The ideology of work is the result of the elaboration of several political beliefs and ideas in a particular social and historical setting [Buckley, 1989]. In a socialist system, these ideas constitute a unique theoretical interpretation of reality, over which the Communist Party has a monopoly, while in a democratic society several competing ideologies can co-exist in the public space. In liberal systems, the ideology of work is influenced by actual practices and claims (like the 1968 demonstrations in the West), whereas in socialist systems leaders decide what the "appropriate" interpretation of the doctrine is at a given time [Buckley, 1989, p. 5]. The ideology of work in Romania during the socialist period was the result of the "pure" Marxist ideas about work and of the practical Marxist interpretation elaborated by the Romanian Communist Party, the president Nicolae Ceaușescu and the Ministry of Culture.

Marx viewed work as both rewarding and alienating, depending on the relations of production in which it is performed. Through work, man transforms the objects of his environment: he satisfies his needs, gives them value and transforms them into possessions that define him. Work defines an individual's identity. But if these products of labour are taken away from him, his self is alienated. Work is then alienation [Ortiz, 1979, p. 210].

State socialism assured that everybody had the right to work and that workers were the masters of their own work. This however led to a "commoditisation of labour" [Lampland 1995] as much as under capitalism: work became an object sold to the state in exchange for social advantages. Propaganda about commitment to work was the main incentive that officials could supply, given that no real financial incentives that would have introduced inequalities among workers could be given (as the case of Stakhanovism shows). Phenomena like Stakhanovism and model farms, and the way they were dealt with locally, reflect the socialist ideology of work at a given time.

Work was dedicated to the common good and had an aim: the construction of a "socialist multilaterally developed society" and the advancement towards communism. The fact that under the desired communism everybody was supposed to be rewarded "according to her/his needs", while an ascetic lifestyle was vaunted, meant that there was no reason for unlimited work for the sake of accumulation, which characterises the Protestant work ethic.

The ideology of work did not directly address the issue of services, because this sector did not produce anything enduring, being just complementary to the other economic sectors. Given that the aim of trade (the main form of service in the past) is profit, trade in communist ideology was reduced to a system of redistribution of products to which everybody was entitled and which bore only superficial similarities to the profit-making trade (for instance by the use of money). Services in general were meant to support workers so that they could engage in productive labour.
This very brief overview of the socialist regime reveals the existence of fixed ideological, economic, political, and social structures, which together imposed the place of work in people’s lives and their appropriate work ethic. The state assigned a workplace and a duty to everybody – to contribute to the development of socialism – and her/his work was a contribution to the development of socialism. Having a workplace was thus sufficient for fulfilling one’s duty towards the state, which guaranteed in exchange a (quite undifferentiated) reward and social security. The socialist work ethic, initially one of enthusiasm and willingness to give to society, in practice takes on a mechanical form: it is asserted but not believed. As work becomes a constraint (as was the case during the socialist period), it does not need to be a calling. On the contrary, as its reward is often seen as unsatisfactory, work will actually be undermined as a protest against the system. As a Romanian joke puts it, “They pretend they are paying us, so we pretend we are working” (Ei se fac că ne plătesc, noi ne facem că muncim) [Verdery, 1983, p. 29]. Examples from the economic and political sphere show that non-ideological resistance and negotiation were prevalent under socialism. This is the “actually existing” work ethic that would influence the perception of work after 1989.

The “Capitalist” Work Ethic

The conceptualisation of the Protestant (work) ethic in the social sciences originates in Max Weber’s work on the origins of capitalism [1984 (1930)]. Weber refers back to Protestant teachings from the seventeenth to the nineteenth centuries to describe a particular ethic of life, labelled a work ethic because it is centred on work. The highest form of religious/moral obligation was to succeed in worldly affairs (this is known as “the calling”) and success became a sign of being “chosen”. Thus, work was transformed from a necessity (to satisfy survival needs) into a calling – work for the sake of work, for the infinite accumulation of wealth and for its minimal enjoyment.

The work ethic defined by Weber is no more than an ideal type, closer to an ideology than to an ethic encountered in practice. Bauman warns: “Weber’s tale is not and never was an account of a historical event” [1987, p. 150]. Weber has actually never claimed that Christian treatises or the teachings of self-made men like Benjamin Franklin formed the reality of that time. Subsequent writers like Anthony [1977] indeed assume the existence of a monolithic PWE and contrast the current values of work met in practice with past ideals as they stem from Protestant teachings. Joyce [1987] criticises this stance and shows the heterogeneity of values existent at any one time, which vary depending on social class and type of enterprises/industries, and highlights a more complex link between values and practice. The work ethic was “the gospel of the bourgeoisie” and did not penetrate in its ideal form into the working class. This ideal was meant to serve the needs of industrial development for time organisation, speed, and regularity. Bauman concludes that the work ethic was a means for the upper class to maintain social order [1998]. Applebaum shows that the heterogeneity of values linked to work in Western countries is as great in the present as it was in the past. Work ethics vary between different
capitalist countries as work values depend on the historical period, class, and occupations [Applebaum, 1992].

The reflection of a capitalist work ethic in Romania

Romanians have access only to scattered images of this diversity of work values and practices, which arrive in Romania through media, foreign consultants, translations of Benjamin Franklin or of new books on image-production, friends recounting their experiences in the West, and Romanian immigrants in the West. Images retained from this proposed kaleidoscope, although slightly outdated, impress as novelties. Thus, Romanians admire the evidence of hard work, of the division of labour at the level of enterprises and society, of the lack of tricks and bribery, of apparently friendly but strong hierarchies, and they recognise these features as an ideal that is not put in practice in Romania. In the interviews I conducted, no reference was made to the values of an "aesthetic of consumption" [Bauman, 1998], or to a balanced life. A capitalist work ethic (Western style) meant for most interviewees hard work; for a smaller group, work well done; and for a minority of intellectuals, intelligent organisation and management of human forces.

The multinational companies active in Romania impose an organisation of work which confirms these ideas: employees are required to work more than ten hours a day, a condition accepted because of the higher pay offered, and their work is thoroughly checked. In a software company working 24 hours a day, seven days a week, on line, even the five-minute toilet breaks are scheduled in advance and controlled, and a quality controller monitors the work performed, watching over employees shoulders [Heintz, 2002]. Other multinational companies have health programmes, checking employees blood pressure every day and providing them with lunch in their office.

I have discussed work values and working conditions in Western countries at length with my Romanian workmates and acquaintances. In this dialogue I revealed that practices and values in the West were quite different from the image of work in the West held by my interviewees, and quite different from the work conditions proposed by international companies in Bucharest. Some of my accounts surprised my interviewees, such as my statement that the division of labour has proved detrimental to the pride one takes in work, and that since the 1980s attempts to address this problem have advocated a transformation of work [Wood, 1989] in the West, from Fordist assembly-line work to more flexible specialisation. Another surprise was my assertion that Westerners would not necessarily take on two jobs just because they had the opportunity, or work 70 hours a week in order to prove their commitment to a job. The concept of privileging quality over quantity, or the rational calculation of gains and losses for establishing a balance between quantity and quality, seem to have no place in the ideology of the capitalist work ethic that arrives in Romania, which emphasises "hard work". As a result, new Romanian companies or foreign companies implemented in Romania impose what they take to be modern capitalist principles and propose values that do not suit the requirements of the post-industrial era. And when these companies propose different prin-
ciples, their employees are those who still try to show their commitment by acting according to their own understanding of a work ethic derived from an un-criticised capitalist ideology (for instance by staying longer hours at work).

The information available to Romanians on the work ethic of current capitalist organisations is often inaccurate or propagandistic, a fact that hinders the positive role it could take by suggesting motivating narratives about work. The capitalist ethic of work serves as a term of comparison or as a model, but its complexity and contradictions are unknown. Thus the capitalist ideology of work is taken to correspond to actual work values in Western countries.

Work practices and work values in three service entreprises after 1989

I conducted ethnographic fieldwork in Bucharest from July 1999 to October 2000 in several service enterprises, working alongside the employees for four months in each of them. I chose to work in the service sector because of the difficulty to measure the output, which in turn leaves the employees with a greater freedom of developing their own attitude towards work. The difficulty of measuring their work performance was exacerbated in the case of three organisations described below, in which the service provided was information and education— or, as some employees put it, just “talk”. After providing a short description of the three service organisations observed, I will look at the discourses of their employees and managers about work and at their practice and will briefly evaluate the result of this performance in terms of the success or failure of their human management programs.

Three service organisations in Bucharest

I have chosen to conduct fieldwork in organisations that represent different segments of the labour market, segments defined by the type of contract and the amount of pay proposed to their employees: a state institution that proposes secure but low wages to its employees; a private firm that proposes insecure and low wages; an NGO that proposes secure and relatively high wages to its employees. The first institution is state owned, the two others are private. This allows capturing the diversity of work configurations and work values and, through comparison, the elaboration of more general conclusions about work ethic in service enterprises.

The first of these organisations is a Music School that I will call “Gamma”, a state school created in the 1950s to provide free complementary musical education to children in elementary school (ages 7 to 14). Around forty teachers exercise within this institution.

The second organisation, the NGO “Alpha”, is a medium non-profit organisation first registered in 1991 in Romania and whose goal is to improve the life of a category of children with a mortal illness. The NGO is now the main service provider for these children, estimated at 6000 all over the country, having been quite successful in securing funding mainly from Western European sources but
also from the Romanian government. Alpha has headquarters in Bucharest, where
10 employees work and, through one of its projects, another 30 employees work in
seven locations all over the country. Work in these locations is in collaboration
with state organisations (hospitals), on the basis of contracts established under the
auspices of the funding agencies.

The third organisation is a marketing department, which is the core of the firm
“Beta”, first registered in 1997, which provides foreign language courses to adults.
Despite the fact that this is an educational institution, like Gamma, the language
used in order to define the organisation’s relationship with its beneficiaries (in Beta
they are “clients”, not “pupils”) is telling of Beta’s real vocation, as is also the fact
that at the heart of the organisation is the marketing department. The professorial
body, less important numerically, plays only a secondary role.

Work ideologies determine the rules of conduct in workplaces

Managerial discourses provide an interpretation of the social world and its func­
tioning, and explain and justify actions. They are one of the main ways of moti­
tating employees and inducing a certain spirit, the “spirit of the enterprise”, as well
as the main way of providing the rules of conduct at the work place. These are
meant to generate a certain work ethic among employees. Managerial discourses
themselves are the product of ideologies. What I will show here is that these ideo­
logies differ greatly from one organisation to the other, despite the fact that they are
embedded in the same society. This shows the heterogeneity of ideas and values
about work that exist simultaneously in the Romanian society.

In the marketing department Beta, the manager-owner calls for complete
obedience on the part of his employees and imposes himself as a model to them.
The words repeated daily are “You are here to shut up, listen and learn” and “the
intelligent employee is the one who knows how to imitate his manager”. His own
model is an English manager under whom he worked in Indonesia for a number of
years in the 1990’s and who (as he asserts) even checked the cleanliness of their
nails and hair as part of the daily control. Though he would not go so far, our
manager would require a certain make-up, a certain lipstick colour, a certain length
of hair and skirts from his employees who are all university students or graduates
aged 20 years or more. The boss is always right and making him try to recognise
his mistakes always ends up in threats and scandals. The counterpart is that the
manager provides indeed his employees with useful practical courses of marketing
strategy, taught with passion and certain professionalism. His tactics is to alternate
coercion with paternalism (the stick and the carrot). His main advice: do not trust
anybody in business. For the manager of Beta, both the workplace and the business
world are competitive places, thus the rule of mistrust should be applied both
within and outside the enterprise. Employees have no right to have their own ideas
and depend on him for the smallest decision, under the threat of being fired. Despite
the lack of real power of the intermediary managers in the organisation, hierarchy
is very much emphasised by the manager. This is meant to impress potential
employees invited to collective interviews and potential clients invited to buy a
course. "Impressing" the client by word and gesture is a recurrent theme in the discourse of the manager; one concrete manifestation is the permanent rewriting of the employees’ discourses, the constant revision of their capacity to “impress” the client.

The management of the NGO Alpha is situated at the opposite extreme, their manager trying to maintain a democratic regime, in which highly educated employees are encouraged to participate in management decisions. Every single employee is paid attention to and consulted before s/he is allocated an activity and monthly democratic meetings are organised for planning the activities of the enterprise. These meetings last forever and often do not lead to concrete results, because their goal is to reach an unanimous agreement and this is difficult, even where there are only ten employees. And though democratic voting could be used, the meeting is practically postponed until the manager privately persuades each employee of the qualities of the decision of the majority. Would this correspond to Marx’s idea of a willing and total embracing of a collective position by each individual? In a sense, yes, but it is not Marx who inspired this type of organisational behaviour, but the new directions in management, which encourage the recognition of the value of each employee and the creation of a family spirit based on sympathy and responsibility, not on control, as a guarantee of the good-working of the organisation. The response of the employees however is a permanent criticism of “the lack of organisation” and realistic management in the organisation, though they would never point at the manager as responsible for it (except in confidential conversations we had outside the workplace). As for the manager, he admits the lack of organisation, but does not identify the principles on which the management is conducted as being its cause and in general does not feel particularly responsible for it (several managers were simultaneously in charge, with overlapping responsibilities at the time of my fieldwork; certainly, them being many, responsibility slipped somehow from one to the other).

The ideologies involved in the management of the two private organisations could easily be labelled, for they are constantly apparent in managers’ discourses: fierce capitalism for the marketing department, democracy for the ONG. One can recognise pieces of management theories: the fierce capitalism corresponds to the idea that, after all, enterprises exist to make profit (as opposed to enterprises of the socialist era); the democracy corresponds to the contemporaneous neo-human relations: “make your employees responsible in order to motivate them and use their creative resources” theories. Foreign consultants- like true missionaries- have introduced Western management theories in Eastern European countries as new religions [Kostera, 1996]- neither to be questioned, nor to be criticised.

The rules of conduct in practice

I will show how these ideologies translate in the practice of human management and analyse whether managerial discourses provide a useful and efficient framework for the activity of the employees. The two private enterprises observed offer completely different models of management practice, while the state and the private organisations are different with respect to employees’ work.
In Beta, human management practice (except for its hardcore of hiring, firing, payment etc) is realised chiefly through discourses. Beta is a “one-man show”: the “boss” points out through daily behaviour that he has the power to decide the fate of his employees as they are part of his business, while employees do not protest when they are on duty and fulfil the requirements. The manager makes all the business decisions. This control is tight because he does not trust any employee or lower level manager. The only voice one hears in the public space of the firm is his, when he criticises in very harsh terms or praises in dithyrambic words his employees. On their side, employees would spend their time criticising the manager and planning when to quit the enterprise. It is interesting to note that all these whispered gossip is conducted while employees wait for their turn to work (i.e. wait for their clients), in the same room in which sales activities are going on and in which the manager is also present! As for the language teachers, the manager ignores them almost totally, because they do not bring him money in a visible way (the payment for the entire course is obtained before the course starts). Thus for instance he loosely controls their punctuality and is concerned only with their appearance, as this could affect the decision of prospective clients who pass by. All his attention is directed to the marketing department, in which he is always present, again from fear of delegating control to employees. Through a window the manager watches his employees at work with potential clients and he intervenes in their work when the required energy seems to desert them. The target being only to attract clients, and thus money, as quickly as possible, every potential client is of the utmost importance and every failure of the employees to transform her/him into a client is examined, judged and followed by a training session, which means showing over and over again how work should be done. This is stimulating for the employees as they have a continuous feedback on their work and interest shown in it. Employees obey through fear, as the boss could turn quite violent. The only form of protest they use is quitting the enterprise or collective whispered gossiping. Their pay is decided exclusively by the manager and cannot be negotiated. It is low and completely uncertain – the employees being paid depending on sales, with no fixed wage –, while the employees could daily witness how large amounts of money are handed to the owner/manager when courses are bought.

The management strategy of the NGO Alpha is to maintain an informal, familial atmosphere at the workplace and not to insist on control. The lack of formal assessment of employees’ activity gives them freedom, but means also less interest from the management and consequently less value for their work. If employees are sometimes praised for their efforts or criticised for their failures, observations remain abstract, undirected and uninformed, which deprives them from the capacity to motivate and support further activities or to propose a solution to the problems of the organisation. It is impossible for the management to be better informed because they have their own tasks in which the evaluation of employees is scheduled only occasionally, and titled “learning what they do so that we can help them better”. Everybody has to report directly to the Romanian general manager and this makes information impossible to handle. We should remind that this manager is not the ultimate decision maker, but has to report to a Western consultant, in order to
receive instructions. The Western “consultant” is not based in Romania and does not speak Romanian, thus making communication difficult and delaying decisions. The main problem identified by the employees themselves is lack of communication and decision-making. These problems apart, employees are relatively satisfied with their work in the organisation: their pay is 2-3 times higher than the average Romanian wage and the activity of the organisation (which has a humanitarian character) generate human satisfaction. Employees often do benevolent extra-hours at work or at home, as they understand that they have tasks to finish, not just hours of “sitting with the buttock on a chair”, as the intermediary director puts it. Everybody is her/his own manager and picks up among the duties to be performed those that are the most urgent or most preferred. But nobody undertakes to co-ordinate these activities, which complicates things, given that all projects are common.

In the Music School, strategic management is provided by the state and the director’s task is only to solve problems raised by contradictions in state directives. Alternative jobs tire the employees, who are rushing between different commitments, among which their school job comes last, as it is stable and does not need to be fought for. The director of the school warns discreetly teachers about absences or late arrivals, which appears to be enough to bring them back on track for a while. Being herself a teacher the director refuses to evaluate her colleagues, leaving this duty to the Ministry of Education, who conduct a bureaucratic assessment. All organisational problems (conflicts between teachers regarding the distribution of classrooms, timetables etc) have to be solved privately, through friendly visits or phone calls. The relations in Gamma are horizontal, and not vertical as in Beta.

The immediate conclusion from the field analysis of the two private organisations is that rules are respected, but that they are not effective. The first proof of their lack of efficiency is employees turnover: every six weeks in the marketing department (less among teachers), every one or two years in the NGO. In Western countries this is a sign of employees’ dissatisfaction with their jobs, as Lawler established through empirical studies as early as 1973 [1973]. Unexpected and frequent turnover brings considerable losses to Alpha and Beta. In Gamma, where turnover is inexistent, dysfunctions are revealed by the disengagement from work, which leads to the socialist “pretending that we work”. What these three ethnographic cases also show is that there is no simple transfer of ideologies from the top (managers) to the bottom (employees). Managers and employees derive different ideas from their position in the enterprise and also play back the discrepancy between discourses and practices of management.

A Romanian work ethic?

The empirical material analysed makes us question the existence of a Romanian work ethic- first by showing the heterogeneity of work values in Romania, second by showing the potential of practices to continuously fashion values that leads to an ever changing work ethic in this period of rapid social changes, third by showing that the ethic governing workplaces is an ethic of human relations rather than an ethic of work per se.
The Romanian work ethic – a heterogeneous set of values

This brief analysis shows that the three enterprises observed are very heterogeneous with respect to rules and their enforcement, varying from a strict imposition of rules in the marketing department at Beta, to an absolute freedom of movement and thought in the NGO Alpha, where only some principles are presented to the employees; from sets of rules (principles) with their own internal coherence in Alpha to incoherent measures in the Gamma Music School; from Fordist totalitarian rules in Beta to democratic idealism in Alpha. In contrast to the uniformity of the socialist period, today the ideology of work differs across enterprises, depending on the position of enterprises in the labour market or on individual circumstances.

Even inside each enterprise, managers appear unable to provide a coherent, realistic image of the desired work ethic, themselves living under the influence of different “ideoscapes” [Appadurai, 1991]: echoes of the ideal-type of the Protestant work ethic pierce through the typical “new rich” discourse [Sampson, 1996] of Beta’s manager; echoes of Christian moral values are felt in the discourses of the director of Gamma, who is a practising Christian; echoes of the ideal-type of the socialist work ethic unconsciously penetrate the discourses of the intermediary manager of Alpha. To this we can add their concrete life experiences of the capitalist work ethic (for the Beta manager and an interim manager of Alpha, who had worked abroad), and that of the “actually existing socialism” (for the Alpha interim manager and the Gamma director). A third layer of influences comes from their knowledge of ways to turn values around in daily practice, in good conscience. The mixture of these often-incompatible ideologies and practices does not provide an efficient code of behaviour or motivating discourses for the employees. For instance in Alpha, where hard work is highly valued and employees strictly selected, managers did not fire those found to be useless or lazy, because “they needed money too”. Thus, the driver, rendered useless by the fact that everybody in the NGO used her/his own car for business travel, was fired only after he had committed several thefts from the NGO’s premises.

With no coherent or convincing set of values offered, with rules that prove insufficient or impractical, employees are left on their own to establish the way they would behave at work, towards colleagues, managers or customers.

Redefining work ethics through practice

From the ethnography of my three main field sites, it appears that dysfunction can arise even when rules are internally coherent, the structure of power allows them to be enforced, and when the rules of conduct fit (theoretically) the needs of the organisation. This is because employees also interpret the rules in light of their understanding of work derived from the larger social context, and they fill the existing gaps with their own rules/interpretations. Opinion leaders, politicians and managers may try to change values by imposing them from above, but people would still influence them from below through their practices. Work practices
influence work ethics, and the attempted creation of or change in a work ethic that remains a purely theoretical, ideal endeavour has few chances to survive. The socialist state, which played deaf to the voice from below and tried to educate people “in the spirit of work”, finally collapsed. Current sociologists and social historians [Bauman, 1998] overlook the importance of ordinary people’s practices, which forced leaders to change their discourses and mobilised values over time. Leaders are motivated to adapt their discourses by attempts to maintain social order. A work ethic may change through an encounter with other sets of values, but also under the pressure of employees’ interpretations of rules as revealed through their practice.

Practices that do not conform to values are not necessarily perceived as deviant, because justification – as Wedel [1992] showed for Poles under socialism – or interpretation, which is often the result of negotiation, can make them compatible. Taken individually, in her/his own economic and social context, each employee has reasons for behaving in a certain way. Rather than being directed by her/his own personality and work values, s/he undergoes internal moral conflicts when s/he deviates from these rules. Managers respond with their rules, which distance employees from adherence to their original values, until a relative state of equilibrium is reached. These new values and rules are at a certain distance from the ideal. The negotiation is double: both between different categories of staff (typically subordinates versus their managers) and between values (ideal) and practices (real).

An ethic of interpersonal relations

As a work ethic is linked to money and survival, other spheres of ethics constantly feed it. One example is cheating at work: in most service enterprises this comprises cheating another person, which bears on the ethic governing interpersonal relations. Furthermore, it is even questionable whether the values encountered in the workplace are linked to work and not to personal commitments – towards the employer, other employees, or clients. Several ethnographic observations have led me to question the existence of a particular ethic linked to work.

Lack of pride in one’s work is frequent, and relegates work to the level of a means of subsistence and not of a provider of identity. Work practice is not necessarily the reflection of certain work values, but may be only the result of life constraints. There is no need for work values if there are enough whips. Lengthy discussions about work commitments with my informants suggest however that only (temporary) historical vicissitudes have caused them to lose pride in their work, or to be more precise, in the status conferred by employment. Thus, the Music School teachers complained that the number of hours of teaching they had to do in order to secure their subsistence obliged them to do their work unconvincingly and without pleasure. Instrument teachers, however, are a particular category of employees among service employees, a vocational group, with a distinct professional ethic (a set of values pertaining to the profession of artist) even before having a certain work ethic. Most women employees under socialism used
to take pride in the status conferred by work as superior to that of a housewife. Now they prefer to get early retirement by paying for false medical certificates in order to have both a pension and a reward from their work in the informal economy.

Given the loose control exercised on some categories of employees, notably state employees, and the difficulty of evaluating work in service enterprises, we could wonder what values motivate the employees to perform their work at all. We should note at this point that work contracts in 1999-2000 had almost no value if not endorsed by a personal commitment - trust - between employer and employees (which generally preceded the signing of a contract), as the state could not enforce contracts satisfactorily (failure to respect the contract was sanctioned only at the end of a lengthy and expensive legal procedure, that made it ineffective). Also, work commitments tend to be more respected between people belonging to the same social circle or network. Work requirements are often manipulated to satisfy a (recommended) client. The employee who does this often has "a good and understanding" nature. In the marketing department of Beta, sales representatives happened to forget their own financial interest and their work commitments when obeying an inner obligation to be sincere toward a client. Personal contacts in service enterprises make work practices linked more to an ethic of human relations than to an ethic of work. Impersonal relations facilitate trickery or poor work performance; cheating the abstract state carries no moral responsibility. Therefore, an employee is motivated to work not by a sense of responsibility toward an abstract work requirement, but rather by responsibility toward the employer, the client or fellow workers. It is interesting to note that in Western organisations today, there is an increasing focus on personal relations, corporate behaviour, and forging a family spirit [Grint 1998 (1991)]. This would suggest that the capitalist work ethic has lost some of its power to motivate employees (as the state of abundance renders sustained work over the course of one's life less necessary) and needs to be replaced by an ethic inspired by the ethic of personal relations. This is also a re-establishment of a pre-industrial form of work, as Grint's history helix shows [1998 (1991), p. 321].

Therefore, values intrinsic to human relations, not work values, can be found behind work practices in Romania [see also Heintz, 2006]. Work values are socially embedded values, not impersonal values imposed by the economic organisation. Criticisms of the current work ethic (motivated by Romanians' misguided perception of the capitalist work ethic), current in the debates over the Romanian mentality, are the reflection of an incapacity to see the specificity of a work environment where human relations rank higher than work per se.
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